Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to show the potential of self-organized semantic storage services. The semantic web has provided a vision of how to build the applications of the future. A software component dedicated to the storage and retrieval of semantic information is an important but generic part of these applications. Apart from mere functionality, these storage components also have to provide good performance regarding the non-functional requirements scalability, adaptability and robustness. Distributing the task of storing and querying semantic information onto multiple computers is a way of achieving this performance. However, the distribution of a task onto a set of computers connected using a communication network is not trivial. One solution is self-organized technologies, where no central entity coordinates the system's operation. Design/methodology/approach -Based on the available literature on large-scale semantic storage systems, the paper analyzes the underlying distribution algorithm, with special focus on the properties of semantic information and corresponding queries. The paper compares the approaches and identify their shortcomings. Findings -All analyzed approaches and their underlying technologies were unable to distribute large amounts of semantic information and queries in a generic way while still being able to react on changing network infrastructure. Nonetheless, as each concept represented a unique trade-off between these goals, the paper points out how self-organization is crucial to perform well at least in a subset of them. Originality/value -The contribution of this paper is a literature review aimed at showing the potential of self-organized semantic storage services. A case is made for self-organization in a distributed storage system as the key to excellence in the relevant non-functional requirements: scalability, adaptability and robustness.
Introduction
The semantic web has provided both researchers and developers with a vision how to build the applications of the future. Within these applications, semantics facilitate easy data integration, and support the generation of new knowledge by inferring from already present data. Around applications a new ecosystem of supporting systems and technologies unfolds, and while many challenges have already being tackled, there is still room for improvement in many areas. If a semantic web application is not only consuming data, but also publishing semantic information, the need for a software component dedicated to the storage and retrieval of semantic information becomes immanent. In the past, many applications used a dedicated relational database to store and retrieve data. While it is still possible to use a relational database to store and retrieve semantic web data, custom-built solutions can offer both better performance as well as support for semantic web data formats and query languages.
An effort headed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has lead to a number of standards regarding semantic web data. The support of these standards has become the de facto functional requirement for semantic storage systems. The resource description format (RDF) has been standardized as a directed graph with well-defined semantics, which can be exchanged in one of its multiple serializations, for example RDF/XML or RDF/N3 (Klyne et al., 2004; Hayes and McBride, 2004) . Storage systems are required to store these graphs. In order to access the stored information, the SPARQL Query Language has been designed and standardized (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008) . Support for this language is thus also required from storage systems.
Apart from mere functionality, storage systems are also rated according to important non-functional requirements. They include scalability, which describes the behavior of the system when faced with increasing amounts of stored data or large numbers of queries in a given time. Also, since storage systems are usually off-the-shelf components, they have to exhibit adaptability towards the characteristics of stored data and queries not known beforehand. Finally, as the stored data are usually mission-critical for the institutions storing them, robustness towards failure of system components is also a central non-functional requirement.
The amount of data which can be expected from applications is getting larger and larger. Recently, Google's index contains over one trillion (10 12 ) publicly available web pages (Alpert and Hajaj, 2008) , not including content that is hidden behind search forms. A side-effect from creating a global semantic web is to expose this so-called "deep web" to third-party systems, which is estimated to reach 500 times the size of the "visible" web (Lawrence and Giles, 1999) . Handling these amounts of data is not feasible on stand-alone computer systems for economical reasons; a number of smaller machines can provide the computing and storage capacity of a larger machine for a fraction of the cost of one large machine following the shared-nothing paradigm. Hence, if the task of storing and querying these enormous amounts of data could be distributed onto many shoulders, querying the entire web could again become possible. For the related task of content distribution, the BitTorrent concept as an example has made content distribution to an arbitrary number of clients possible (Eubanks, 2005) .
The distribution of a task onto a set of computers connected using a communication network is not trivial at all. The first approach would be to task a "special" machine to coordinate the actions of the entire set of computers (commonly called nodes), for example deciding on which computer a data item is to be placed, or how to evaluate a query for stored data items. These centralized or clustered approaches have been shown to scale and adapt well, and we introduce several examples for federated semantic storage services in Section 3. However, by relying on special nodes these systems exhibit a potentially fatal vulnerability. Should the node coordinating the storage operations fail, the entire storage system can no longer function, impeding its robustness.
The obvious solution to the vulnerability inherent in federated system is the elimination of special nodes from the set of nodes tasked to provide a service. In self-organized systems, every node takes a share in the responsibilities of the entire system, and sufficient redundancies reduce the likelihood of system failure and data loss to statistically acceptable figures. In the case of storage systems, there are two tasks to be distributed: first, the nodes have to be able to determine the node where a new data item should be placed, with each node being able to make this decision or contribute to a decision-involving multiple nodes. Second, nodes have to be able to locate data items stored in the past within the network. While both tasks could be achieved by simply flooding appropriate messages to every node participating in this so-called storage network, a scalable solution requires a more thoughtful approach. We will introduce the basic network organization patterns as well as systems providing a semantic storage service on top of such a network in Section 4.
The contribution of this paper is a literature review aimed at showing the potential of self-organized semantic storage services. We try to make a case for self-organization in a distributed storage system as the key to excellence in the mentioned non-functional requirements scalability, adaptability and robustness.
Distributed storage of semantic information
If data are to be stored within a network of multiple nodes, the shape and properties of the data to be stored as well as the dynamics of a distributed storage system have to be taken into account. In this section, we give an overview over general issues for distributed storage as well as an introduction into the standardized storage and query format for semantic information. The implications of the usage of this data format and query methods for distributed storage are also discussed.
General issues in distributed storage
Within a share-nothing distributed system, each participating node is dependent on the correct interaction of its various complex components. In many computer systems, most components represent single points of failure. This is particularly the case for systems used to build a cost-effective large-scale distributed system. Hence, the failure of a single component will cause the immediate unavailability of the entire node. While the failure probability of single nodes may be low, the probability of any node failing in a distributed system approaches one as the number of nodes increases. The distribution technology has to be able to handle these cases without seriously impeding the system's operation. Since nodes are connected by network technology, the failure of network infrastructure has also to be taken into account. Also, these failures easily affect a whole number of nodes, a failing switch for example can affect several nodes at the same time. An additional problem is created if the network connections are repaired, as the nodes then should resume their task as the part of a storage network. Equally, a robust distribution technology has to be able to handle all these cases.
The properties of the data items in the storage network are a reason for further challenges. For example, if the size of the stored data objects is not distributed evenly, a storage system may have to provide different strategies of handling these different sizes. Also, uneven data popularity can also be the root of issues: should few data items receive a majority of requests, and should these data items unfortunately be stored on the same physical machine, this machine becomes a bottleneck, and an adaptive Self-organized semantic storage distributed system should able to balance out this load problem by, for example, moving some popular data items to idle nodes.
Data format and query language
The RDF (Klyne et al., 2004) is an universal format to describe arbitrary resources with arbitrarily complex data structures. This is achieved by describing a directed graph with labels on its edges and nodes. Nodes are labeled using standard URIs, and nodes can either be also an URI or a literal value, e.g. an integer. These graphs can be decomposed into so-called triples, each consisting (in this order) of subject, predicate and object, denoting an arc in the graph from the node identified with the subject value to the node identified with the object value using the predicate value as property.
While the issue of indexing such a graph to support efficient query execution has also been discussed for graphs in general (Sakr and Al-Naymat, 2010 ), RDF's particularities provoked a more specific approach. The information stored in an RDF graph can be queried to answer a specific question, for example "How many people live in Berlin?". If we consider the simple RDF graph denoted by the triple (p:Berlin, p:hasInhabitants, 3400000), answering the query now requires the location of the node for p:Berlin, finding the arc with the label p:hasInhabitants, traversing it, and then reading the literal value of the node the arc leads to. This is concisely expressed in so-called basic graph patterns (BGP), which give a pattern to be matched against the entire graph. Graph patterns are a combination of wild cards with fixed values, e.g. (p:Berlin, p:hasInhabitants, * ) with * as wild card. If variables are used for the wild cards, multiple triple patterns can be joined together for complex queries. This method of querying a graph has been standardized in the query language SPARQL (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008) .
RDF graphs can be enriched with defined semantics, where predicate values are assigned formal semantics (Hayes and McBride, 2004) . While a number of predicate values are pre-defined and allow, for example, the definition of a type for a resource, users can always define new types and predicates using the RDF Schema language (Brickley and Guha, 2004) . These so-called vocabularies are also encoded as RDF, and can be handled the same way as the graphs making use of them. However, the presence of these schemata can also allow the storage system to make more accurate assumptions about the properties of the data to be stored, and some storage systems thus require schema information to be pre-configured.
Format-specific issues
In addition to the general issues for distributed storage as pointed out in Section 2.1, the storage of RDF graphs creates a number of more specific challenges. These challenges make it difficult to design a storage scheme that can be shown to be efficient for all possible cases (Battré et al., 2006) . The usage of pre-defined vocabularies along with practicability reasons typically creates a very small frequency of values for the predicate entries, if the RDF graph is deconstructed into a list of triples. The even smaller set of standardized properties for example for resource type definition further exacerbate this problem. On the other hand, both subject and object entries describing the actual resources and literal values typically show an immense frequency of distinct URIs. Obviously, any storage or distribution strategy not distinguishing between the different frequencies would be sub-optimal.
From the requirement to support a query language based on BGP such as SPARQL as described in Section 2.2, the handling of graphs as atomic entities is impossible. Rather, efficient support for BGP requires indexing on the graph node or triple level. However, the storage space occupied by these indices can easily exceed the space required to store the serialized graph. For this reason, some RDF storage systems no longer store the verbatim triples, but only derived values inside their various indices. However, this approach is no silver bullet, since RDF graph nodes can also contain literals of a size unbounded by the standard documents (Klyne et al., 2004) .
Skewed data popularity within RDF graphs is also an issue, again due to the standardized and heavily used properties, for example for resource type definition. Experiments have shown that over 90 percent of queries use one of these properties, inevitably creating hot points within the data set (Harris et al., 2009) .
In the light of these challenges, it becomes clear that any storage system aimed at handling RDF graphs and corresponding queries needs to be designed carefully in order to answer all of these challenges. Otherwise, the system's capability to scale with regards to data and query load is jeopardized. In the following, we will introduce different approaches, and analyze how well they -in theory -handle these issues. The outcome of this analysis can give recommendations for the selection of a distributed storage solution for RDF as well as hints for further research and development.
Clustered storage
The first approach to the distributed storage of RDF graphs is to partition the graph onto many storage nodes. A central coordination node serves as a front-end to users executing their queries. Flooding each request to all storage nodes would not scale neither with the network size nor with the amount of queries per time unit. Hence, accessory data structures -for example the mapping of resource URIs to storage nodes -are kept on the coordinating node. Generally, all nodes in such a setup are under the control of a single organization, and the physical distance between the nodes is small. While nodes do not maintain shared data structures, only the task of storing data is distributed, with the control over the operation of the entire system staying centralized on the control nodes. Consistent with the literature, we refer to this structure as a centralized or clustered distributed storage system. In the following, we present and analyze a number of clustered storage systems that have been proposed, in an attempt to determine their degree of self-organization. Figure 1 shows this structure. A control node C1 handles requests from applications, it is directly connected to several storage nodes S1 through S6. Self-organized semantic storage
The clustered tuple database
The clustered tuple database (TDB) (Owens et al., 2008) is based on the highly successful stand-alone on-disk RDF store TDB. Like many RDF stores, TDB first maps RDF nodes to so-called NodeIDs using their literal representation. Using these NodeIDs as key, three index structures are created for each triple component, each containing a copy of all triples. To be able to perform queries on the indices, a fourth index maps each node's literal representation towards a NodeID. Large literal values are stored inside an additional table, however, the system always tries to store fitting literals directly inside the index ("inlining").
Extending TDB in order to create a clustered storage system hence required to distribute all five data structures. In general, data structures are distributed using horizontal hash partitioning (DeWitt and Gray, 1992) . Two groups of storage nodes are defined: a small group of control nodes ("query coordinators") handles queries, thus they each store a part of literal-NodeID mapping table as determined by hashing. Storage nodes store the triple indices as well as literal tables. The three triple indices are distributed onto the second group using a hash function to map the index keys from the triple component to a node identifier from the set of data nodes. Literal values can be resolved from NodeIDs, since this ID also includes the identifier of the node where the value is stored. Since every node can be located using the data present on the control nodes, any BGP with at least one fixed value can be resolved efficiently, with large possibilities of one-step query optimization.
While being able to deliver an impressive access performance, clustered TDB has several weaknesses: the system's query capability depends entirely on the mapping table on the query coordinators. Failures here affect the entire system, not only those nodes. Also, the issue of hot spots within the network has not been handled sufficiently: first, NodeIDs have the identifier of the storing node hard-coded inside them, which inhibits cheap reorganization. Second, the method to handle excessively used URIs (such as rdfs:label or rdf:type) with a replicated list of exceptions represents a global state, which is both likely to be inconsistent as well as dependent on manual interaction.
Garlik 4store
The clustered RDF store and SPARQL query system 4store were developed by the private company Garlik as an in-house storage system for several of their semantic web applications (Harris et al., 2009) . Since the applications to be supported were known, several shortcuts in system design were possible. 4store also uses a hash-based segmentation of the RDF data to be stored, and then stores these segments on a configurable number of storage nodes for replication. Rather than storing three indices, the distribution mechanism takes only the subject entry of the stored triples into account, which forces the system to flood queries for triples with an unknown subject entry to every node. As noted by the authors, this approach also fails for skewed data sets, where only few distinct subjects are used.
Similar to TDB, resources are not handled in their literal form, but rather mapped to an numerical representation using again a hash function, since numerical can be handled more efficiently. On each node, three data structures are kept to store RDF data: a hash map maps the numerical representation of resources back to their literal form. A prefix tree for each resource contains all predicates used with this resource, and a final table maps contains the stored named graphs. Query processing takes place on the control nodes, with several optimizations reducing accesses to the storage nodes as well as several optimizations for join processing.
An interesting approach is used for the bootstrap process of the storage system. Rather than manually configuring the storage nodes and the segments stored on them on the control nodes, multicast DNS (Cheshire and Steinberg, 2005 ) is used to allow the control nodes to automatically discover all storage nodes and query them for the segments stored on them. This allows a comparably flexible and failure-tolerant operation for a clustered storage system.
OpenLink Virtuoso
Virtuoso is a commercial relational database management system developed by OpenLink Software, which has been adapted to also handle RDF data (Erling and Mikhailov, 2008) . On a single machine, Virtuoso uses heavily compressed bitmap indices. For its clustered mode of operation, the database also uses hash partitioning to determine which node a operation is supposed to be executed on, with the mapping of partitions to nodes being manually created. To achieve failure-tolerance through redundancy, these partitions can also be stored and maintained on multiple nodes. Although it is not explicitly mentioned, it can safely be assumed that the mapping between partitions and nodes is stored on one or few "central" nodes. Should this be the case, it would represent crucial global state and also a single point of failure.
YARS2
As a part of a large and complex system for querying structured data, YARS2 also contains a storage component (Harth et al., 2007) . YARS2 has been designed to exhibit a linear scale-up with stored data volume. To accomplish this, six index structures designed to deliver results for different classes of triple patterns along with an inverted full-text index are distributed onto a fixed number of storage nodes. The mapping from index entries to nodes also uses a hash function. Since the hash-based distribution does not lead to an even distribution due to the small distinct number of keys, a random placement and query flooding were chosen for the predicate-index similar to 4store.
Summary
Clustered distributed storage systems for semantic data are a matured and commercially available technology. While their degree of self-organization is limited at best, their performance in the three dimensions we have identified can be satisfactory for many use cases. Scalability with regards to data size and query load can be achieved by distributing a significant portion of the stored data onto many nodes. All presented approaches are capable of this.
With their central control, clustered storage systems can adapt to skewed data shapes and unevenly distributed queries. The control nodes see all stored data items together with all queries and can thus optimize both their distribution scheme as well as query processing. However, only clustered TDB has acknowledged this issue by leaving its distribution scheme open. Out of practical reasons, YARS2 is most susceptible to skewed data, with its distribution decision only based on triple subjects. Robustness of the presented approaches is limited at best, the presence of distinguished nodes with crucial data structures jeopardizes the operation of the entire system, even though at least clustered TDB and 4store explicitly support multiple control nodes.
Self-organized semantic storage 4. Self-organized storage In an attempt to eliminate the last single point of failure in a clustered system -the control node -self-organized distributed systems work together to perform the tasks previously performed by the control node, effectively distributing control. In a self-organized system, no single node has any distinction to other nodes, all nodes share the same set of responsibilities. The main question to be answered in co-ordination is the lookup decision: where should a new data item be placed, and where does the system store the data items needed to answer a query. In a self-organized system, each node can act as a front-end to client applications, able to map queries to lookup operations, and then send these operations onto a path from node to node to their respective destinations. Results are then communicated back to the node where a request originated, which in turn sends them back to the client applications.
Self-organization has been defined as follows: "A system is self-organized if it is organized without any external or central dedicated control entity" (Prehofer and Bettstetter, 2005) . We adopt this definition and the added general system characteristics of scalability, adaptability and robustness for distributed storage of semantic data; We expect satisfactory performance regarding scalability both to data and queries, adaptability to changing data shapes and query distributions and robustness toward node and link failures. Self-organized distributed storage systems are distinct from the much-researched peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. While employing similar techniques for distributed control, nodes in P2P systems are no longer under the control of one organization, while this is generally assumed for self-organized systems. Also, many P2P systems are focused only on the location of data items, and much less of the challenges inherent in also accepting data for storage.
In the following, we present different approaches on the fully distributed storage and retrieval of semantic data, and evaluate each approach to determine its degree of full self-organization. The tasks of fully distributed processing of complex queries as well as the organization of the persistent storage layer on each participating nodes are not in the scope of this review.
S-RDF
S-RDF is a fully distributed solution aimed solely at the discovery of RDF resources over a large unstructured network (Zhou et al., 2009) . The authors discard the possibility of using a structured P2P network due to the high impact the reorganization of overlay network structures has in quickly changing networks (Chawathe et al., 2003) . The approach chosen is the so-called biased multiple random walk (Lv et al., 2002) , where a configurable number of search requests is started on the node searching for data. Search requests are then routed from node to node using a list of known "neighbor" nodes advertised by an out-of-band mechanism, and where routing decisions are not based on a global law, but rather on independent decisions of the participating nodes. This routing decision is inherently random, thus retrieval operations might require an undue amount of hops inside the network before finding relevant data. To mend this issue, the randomness of the routing decision is biased according to meta data about RDF data stored on the neighboring nodes.
The RDF data to be published are analyzed by first finding all resources and their associated type(s). From these types, the most general type is selected and used to describe the particular set of RDF data. These types are then transmitted to neighboring nodes, where they bias routing decisions for subjects of matching or derived types using an ontology-based similarity function. Furthermore, based on the percentage of times an incoming query was answered successfully, each node decides if a topology reorganization is needed. If so, another out-of-band mechanism is used to include peers storing data related to those locally stored into the neighbor list.
The approach to aggregate meta data and use this information in query routing relies on the presence of ontology information. In some cases, those can be extracted from the stored data, but only on the nodes actually storing the relevant data set. Other nodes are not able to determine the type structure without being given the ontology definition. Also, the mechanism to reorganize the network topology towards grouping peers hosting semantically related data sets together is also based on a globally consistent ontology structure, which may not exist. Also, generalization of defining types from RDF data may require manual interaction. An algorithm may be forced to summarize every file to the type owl:Thing, a class to which every RDF resource belongs to by definition.
SQPeer
The SQPeer concept is based on the distribution of schema information to efficiently route queries within the network (Kokkinidis and Christophides, 2004) and is similar to S-RDF. Each node that is part of a SQPeer network analyzes the schema information that is used within the locally stored RDF graphs. Classes and properties actually used in the local data are combined to the "active schema". This active schema is then distributed to every known node. Queries can now check if any of the known active schemata potentially contains data to fulfill the BGP within the query. The query is then forwarded to each node storing matching data after optimization.
The main issue with the SQPeer advertisement is the amount of active schema information that has to be exchanged between the nodes within the network. Since every peer can potentially use their own schema with an unlimited amount of classes and properties. Thus, the concept does not scale for heterogeneous data. Regarding the other extreme, where all data stored on all nodes is using the same schema, every query has to be forwarded to every node. Hence, the concept also does not scale for homogeneous data. Furthermore, queries can only include searching for nodes belonging to a particular class or annotated using a particular property. Other queries -for example requesting a single node from the various graphs -require flooding the request to all nodes.
Edutella
The Edutella system proposes an RDF-based P2P network infrastructure designed from a use case for improved networking between educational institutions (Nejdl et al., 2002) . Even though the name suggests a conceptual relationship to the unstructured Gnutella protocol, Edutella uses the JXTA framework developed by Sun Microsystems as its networking layer. JXTA in turn is based on the Tapestry concept of a distributed hash table (DHT) in the particular form of a prefix tree (trie) (Gong, 2001 ).
Tapestry provides de-centralized object location using a hash function to map stored objects and participating nodes to an opaque identifier (Zhao et al., 2004) . Each node is responsible for resolving a certain hash prefix based on its node identifier. In order to route requests, each node also keeps a list of neighboring nodes and their prefixes.
Self-organized semantic storage
If a request for an unknown object hash arrives at a node, the request is forwarded to the neighbor node with the longest common prefix. Nodes publishing objects do so by resolving the node within the network responsible for the object's hash, and then store a pointer to themselves on that node. This way, if a request for a certain hash arrives at the responsible node, it can forward the request to the node where the object is actually stored. This scheme is shown in Figure 2 : several nodes S1 through S6 are organized in a tree overlay network structure. Each node is responsible for a certain prefix, for example all key prefixed with 1.1 are routed to the node S3. Requests can be sent to any node, which will then use the overlay network to route for the longest matching prefix.
While being a very elegant object location scheme, the various indirections incur a high number of messages that have to be exchanged in order to locate an object. Also, if the distributed objects are not equally popular, some nodes in the network can be easily overloaded while other sit idle. Changes of the network structure always require the costly re-organization of node responsibilities in a considerable part of the network. Edutella uses the Tapestry model to allow peers to register the queries they have results for as Tapestry objects. Nodes trying to handle the user's queries can now find the nodes storing these objects, retrieve data from them, and thus answer the query. For example, a node could publish the fact that it stores RDF triples for a particular predicate URI, or even a predicate URI with a specific literal value. Edutella's development predates the standardization of the query language SPARQL, thus a custom query language family "RDF-QEL-i" with various levels of expressiveness is defined, however, due to very similar semantics, SPARQL support is feasible.
Even though Edutella completely abstracts the underlying network organization through its use of JXTA, it is still subject to the ability of the Tapestry concept to handle the unique properties of RDF data. While this can be beneficial for the design, if -for example -JXTA is extended to become more reliable (Xhafa et al., 2008) , it also implies the limitations of the underlying protocols onto Edutella's performance. As it has been noted previously, the RDF predicates rdfs:label or rdf:type are both occurring and requested frequently in many RDF data sets. If no further precautions are taken, every node that is part of an Edutella network would now publish the fact that it has data containing these predicates stored. The all-to common queries for these predicates would now result in a request to every node, which would inhibit scalability. As a refinement of the initial concept, Edutella has been extended to support two groups of nodes (Nejdl et al., 2004) . One group of "super nodes" acts as global query brokers with a complex overlay structure limiting the number of messages between them. A second group of simple "storage nodes" stores the actual data and is only communicating with super nodes. While certainly achieving the goals set by its authors, this network setup is no longer self-organized, and simply moves the problems described in the previous paragraph to another layer.
RDFPeers
RDFPeers is a P2P network of nodes storing RDF triples . In order to be able to resolve queries, a DHT is used to locate the nodes within the network responsible for storing a particular RDF triple. RDFPeers is based on the Chord network structure, where the overlay network is a modulo-ring (Stoica et al., 2001) . Here, each data item being stored is hashed using a globally known hash function, and each node is responsible for a particular range of the hash functions' result space. Each node also keeps pointers to the nodes responsible for the result space ranges following its own range -the so-called successor table -as well as pointers to other parts of the hash ring -the finger table -with exponentially increasing step size. Replication is performed by also storing new data items on a configurable number of nodes in the successor table. An overlay network using a ring structure is shown in Figure 3 . Here, each node maintains a connection to at least one successor node in the ring. Requests sent to any node can be forwarded to the node responsible for the respective key range, for example a request for the key 1.1 sent to node S6 would be routed to S2 over S1. Chord has been extended for the "Multi-Attribute Addressable Network for Grid Information Services" , which is the direct basis of RDFPeers. In MAAN, three important changes are added to Chord: first, range queries become possible by using an order-preserving hash function. Second, the single-key limitation inherent in DHTs is extended to support multiple attributes for each stored data item. This is achieved by storing each item multiple times, each time with a different attribute as the DHT key. Query resolution is now performed by starting the query on one attribute Self-organized semantic storage while carrying the other restrictions as well, thereby achieving logarithmic performance on retrieval, with the storage performance growing linearly on the number of attributes. Third, load balancing, is achieved by not only using a locality preserving hash function, but a uniform locality preserving hash function. However, in order to calculate such a function, the statistical distribution function of the keys to be expected has to be known in advance.
Even though RDFPeers has been prudently designed to be scalable and to be able to answer almost all queries as well as store data with logarithmic effort with regards to the number of nodes to be visited, various issues are apparent: in order to create a uniform locality preserving hash function as required by MAAN to achieve an even storage load distribution, an analysis of the RDF graph to be stored is required. This manual interaction is undesirable. Skewed data popularity within queries is also not handled, and the hot spot issue for popular resources or predicates also applies (Battré et al., 2006) . Robustness is also seriously limited by relying on the ring overlay network structure, which requires costly reconstruction including movement should nodes fail or join the network.
GridVine
GridVine is a distributed semantic storage system built as an overlay over an arbitrary structured P2P network (Cudré-Mauroux et al., 2007) . Every node that is part of this P2P network participates in the storage of new data, thus increasing the capacity of the storage system becomes a trivial task. GridVine is built on top the P-Grid P2P system, which also uses a prefix tree similar to tapestry, but also includes several enhancements aimed towards self-organization: Within P-Grid, the prefix a node is responsible for is determined by a decentralized process determining if a change of responsibilities would be justified . This enables the P2P network to adapt to the actual distribution of the data object within the employed hash function's result space. The used overlay network structure is already shown in Figure 2 .
Insertion of new triples into the distributed storage system can be performed on any node that is part of the P2P network. In order to enable other nodes to find triples by any of its entries, the object is added to the distributed index structure three times, once for each triple entry. Query operations can now translate triple patterns to P2P lookup operations, which statistically complete within logarithmic time. To achieve independence from node failures, a dynamic replication scheme samples the storage network to detect deviations from the desired replication level and then acts accordingly. Of course, if stored triples are changed, the replicated copies have to be located and updated as well, however, P-Grid supports a de-centralized mechanism based on rumor spreading for this task .
GridVine also handles schemata, which describe the classes and properties used in the stored RDF graphs, these schemata can also be inserted into the storage layer, making them easily accessible to all nodes. Graphs using different schemata can be queried together, if a schema mapping has been defined. GridVine also supports the storage of these mappings, which can then be used on every node.
Through the usage of the advanced and self-organizing P-Grid infrastructure, GridVine avoids the issue of the uneven distribution of storage load, and thus scales very well with additional data to be stored as well as allows the system to adapt to changing properties of the stored data. The three-fold indexing requires no message flooding for query purposes. However, the issue of uneven popularity of data items still poses an issue: for example, nodes unfortunate enough to be responsible for heavily used properties still can become hot points and thus hinder scalability.
4.6 The self-organized semantic storage service The self-organized semantic storage service (S4) uses an entirely different approach for the organization of its distributed storage network: Here, the foraging and brood sorting methods used by several ant species is used to implement a distributed storage system (Mühleisen et al., 2010 (Mühleisen et al., , 2011 Tolksdorf and Augustin, 2009) . Ant colonies are able to coordinate to millions of individuals without any central control, are able to adapt to changing environments, and can handle issues -e.g. ants being eaten -without affecting the rest of the colony. Foraging ants on the search for food start-off on a random walk from their nest, as soon as they encounter food, they return to the nest, leaving a pheromone path on the ground. Other ants on the search for food are now inclinedalbeit not forced -to follow this path. Operations further increase pheromone values if they are successful as well. At any points, ants may also leave this path, enabling the discovery of new food sources. This algorithm has been shown to be able to create near-optimal solutions for hard combinatorial problems in affordable time. The adaption of these algorithms to distributed storage aims at also carrying these properties over, data items are modeled as the ant's food carrying a distinctive scent, and the storage network of interconnected nodes is their landscape. While S4 was designed to store tuples of arbitrary length, the storage of RDF triples is possible and was one of its use cases.
The overlay network structure of nodes connected to other nodes provides a virtual landscape, on which single storage and retrieval operations can move around. Operations are routed over multiple nodes according to distinct pheromone values present on the network connections, and successful operations trace back the path taken through the network, increasing the corresponding pheromone value. This represents a positive enforcement mechanism, converging on the shortest possible path from the node where a request was issued to the node storing the relevant data items over multiple consecutive requests. While it was shown that the described concept has a very high-success rate, a small percentage of requests will not reach their destinations, effectively accepting a trade-off between efficiency and correctness. This concept is shown in Figure 4 : if a request to locate a data item #B stored on the node S3 is sent to node S2, this node can make a stochastic routing decision based on the pheromones present. In the example, the probability to route the request to S1 rather than to S5 is higher, since only one further hop will be required. On S1, the process is repeated, this time yielding an even higher probability. These values can be calculated at any node in the network, enabling routing all requests to their destination.
The second swarm concept used in S4 is the so-called "brood sorting", which is used by ants to organize their brood within their nest. Again, without any central organization, larvae in similar stages of development are placed near to each other, making caring for them a simpler task. The same concept is applied to the stored tuples in S4, according to an arbitrary similarity measure, tuples are clustered together into a limited number of clusters, making storage operations far more efficient.
Contrary to DHTs, the strictness of the global law governing the possible locations of data items is reduced, allowing the system for example to move data items in order to reach a even storage load distribution. The same property also allows the movement Self-organized semantic storage of over-popular data items to nodes with lesser load, making effective query load leveling possible. Should nodes fail or join the network, no re-organization of the stored data is necessary, since the swarm of queries will quickly form new paths around the failing nodes or include new nodes into the tasks of storing data and query answering.
Summary
Representing a logical next step from the clustered distributed storage systems presented in the preceding section, self-organizing storage systems do not only distribute the burden of storing the actual data items onto several nodes, but also the task of orchestrating the services of a distributed system onto the participating nodes themselves. Consistent with the literature, one can discern unstructured and structured self-organizing systems. The first two approaches S-RDF and SQPeer are using the unstructured paradigm with both flooding and random walk techniques. Edutella, RDFPeers and GridVine are using an structured approach with their DHTs. Finally, S4 uses an hybrid approach, where a emerging global data structure influences local decisions.
The unstructured approaches S-RDF and SQPeer showed sufficient scalability to the amount of data that can be discovered. However, both systems are unable to efficiently process BGP as a precursor to full SPARQL support, as their distribution only handles aggregates of the types used in the graphs stored on each node. Also, these aggregates are vulnerable to particular data distributions, which can seriously impede their adaptability. However, since no overlay network structures have to be maintained, robustness is high, node failures only affect the data published on them.
Edutella, RDFPeers and GridVine use DHT algorithms to achieve efficient query execution over multiple nodes. The properties of these algorithms lead to great scalability, which was their primary design goal. Their main drawback in the context of RDF storage and SPARQL query answering is their limited adaptability to skewed data and query distributions. Only GridVine with its underlying P-Grid network provides mechanisms that allow the system to adapt. In all cases, node or link failures lead to costly network reconstruction, an issue becoming more severe as the storage network is growing.
The swarm-based S4 approach takes another trade-off between deterministic effort for query execution and the other dimensions. The algorithms based on swarm behavior are able to deliver unlimited scalability, robustness against failure as well as adaptability through the flexibility of the global laws.
Conclusion
While several interesting approaches for both clustered and self-organized storage of semantic information have been proposed, each approach chooses a different trade-off and thus faces its own limitations. To date, no "silver bullet" for the distributed storage of semantic information in the standardized form of RDF graphs has been proposed. Each solution can only deliver sufficient performance for very specific use cases. However, it is clear that clustered systems utilizing central nodes for the control of their services are only as robust as the control nodes. While this may be also acceptable in specific use cases, this is not an acceptable situation in the general case.
For self-organized systems, a general trade-off between storage load balance and query efficiency can be observed. In order to achieve query efficiency, the number of nodes potentially storing a requested data item has to be as low as possible, in the distributed setting this can only be achieved by using overlay network structures based on global laws -for example DHTs in their various forms. If the storage load is to be leveled out between nodes, queries cannot be routed as efficient anymore, instead random walks or directed flooding has to be used. As described for the respective approaches, the particular challenges in storing and querying RDF graphs can easily bring systems based on DHTs to their limits in adaptability due to wildly varying value frequencies. None of the mentioned systems is in commercial use, and the research prototypes that have been evaluated for publication were not available for a comparison. Hence, it appears to be still unclear whether RDF data can be distributed using DHT technologies in a generic and scalable fashion. Table I shows an overview over the main properties of the concept presented in this survey. For each concept, method of distribution, its storage and retrieval capabilities, and degree of adaptability and robustness have been included as summarized in Self-organized semantic storage Sections 3.5 and 4.7. Since every approach was designed for scalability, this property has been omitted in the table.
None of the analyzed concepts was able to fulfill all requirements for large-scale storage and retrieval for semantic information. While being designed to scale to large amounts of data, their performance in correctly executing generic queries, handling skewed data sets, and efficiently reacting to changes in the network topology was only partly satisfying. Nonetheless, as each concept represented its own trade-off between these goals, we pointed out how self-organization is crucial to perform well at least in a subset of them. We therefore hope for further research to perform a practical evaluation of the concepts that were presented. As the semantic web lives up to its potential, these storage systems may be called for earlier than it can now be expected.
